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Abstract

Background: Recruitment of study participants is a challenging process for health professionals and patients. The TRANSFoRm clinical trial tools enable automated identification, recruitment and follow-up in clinical trials, potentially saving time, effort and costs for all parties involved.

Objective(s): This study evaluates the acceptability and feasibility of TRANSFoRm to improve clinical trial recruitment in primary care.

Methods: A feasibility study was conducted in three general practices in Poland. Participants were physicians and patients with Gastro-Oesophageal Reflux Disease. Semi-structured interviews were held to obtain feedback about the usefulness, ease of use and overall experience with the TRANSFoRm tools and to identify potential usability issues. Data were analysed thematically.

Results: A total of five physicians and ten patients participated in the study. Physicians were satisfied with the usefulness of the system, as it enabled easier and faster identification, recruitment and follow-up of patients compared with existing methods. Patients found the TRANSFoRm apps easy to use to report patient outcomes. However, they also felt that the apps may not be useful for patients with limited exposure to smartphone and web technologies. Two main usability issues were identified: physicians could not access the result of the randomisation at the end of each visit, and participants could not locate the follow-up reminder email.

Conclusions: This study provides new evidence on the acceptability and feasibility of TRANSFoRm to enable automated identification, recruitment and follow-up of study participants in primary care trials. It also helps to better understand and address users’ requirements in eHealth-supported clinical research.
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**Background**

Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) provide a powerful study design for the evaluation of healthcare interventions and have been widely accepted as the gold standard of clinical research. However, many studies fail to reach their pre-specified sample targets within the planned timeframe and budget. A recent review of 114 trials in the United Kingdom found that only 31% met their original recruitment targets, while 53% achieved their goals after extending the length of the trial [1]. Similarly, a study of 41 trials in the United States found that only 34% achieved or exceeded their targets, while 24% failed to recruit more than half of their original sample size [2]. This is particularly worrying because usually clinical trials succeed or fail based on whether they are powered enough to test the efficacy of a drug, medical device or health intervention. Low recruitment is often addressed by extending the length of a trial until the required sample size is reached. However, this creates extra costs for funders and results in delays in the rollout of potentially effective interventions [3]. Recruitment of study participants in primary care poses additional challenges and can be particularly problematic in international and/or cross-national, multi-centre studies when multiple practices are involved [4, 5]. Primary care recruitment takes place in a highly stressful and time-pressured environment, where busy physicians approach eligible patients directly within their consultations and invite them to take part. As a result, recruitment can be slow with physicians often failing to translate the initial enthusiasm into recruitment targets [6].

Despite significant advancements in information technology, recruitment remains a highly laborious and time-consuming process. The increased adoption of electronic health record (EHR) systems in primary care offers the opportunity for real-time identification, recruitment and follow-up of study participants. Eligibility criteria can be checked without disrupting the clinician’s workflow, by querying the EHR of the presenting patient. Electronic case report forms (eCRF) can integrate with EHR systems to support automated data collection of elements present in the patient’s EHR, thereby increasing data quality and completeness and reducing the time and costs of recruitment [7, 8]. Electronic patient-reported outcome measures (ePROM) apps enabling data collection either via the web or via the participant’s smartphone can further increase the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of data in clinical research [9, 10].

The Translational Medicine and Patient Safety in Europe (TRANSFoRm) project team have developed a digital platform to support clinical trial recruitment in primary care. Figure 1 shows the TRANSFoRm clinical trial workflow and the system components involved. These include: an enhanced EHR System...
Interface; a TRANSFoRm Forms Interface for clinician reported outcome measures (CROM) data collection; a TRANSFoRm compliant Study System that stores the study definitions and collected data; and a component known as Data Node Connector (DNC), which mediates the interaction of the other three. The enhanced EHR System Interface, Forms Interface and DNC are collectively known as the TRANSFoRm eCRF tool. Patient reported outcome measures (PROM) data, collected via the TRANSFoRm web or mobile apps, is incorporated into the eCRF tool. At study completion, data is exported to the researcher for analysis.

In the scenario used in this study, patients with Gastro-Oesophageal Reflux Disease (GORD) visit their doctor for their routine consultation (Figure 1). Forms used in the GORD study are highlighted with black boundaries. Potential participants are identified by TRANSFoRm after checking for GORD diagnosis, symptoms and/or treatment prescriptions. Then, the physician checks for the first set of study criteria and, if the patient is eligible and willing to participate, collects informed consent. Next, CROM data from the patient’s EHR is extracted to populate fields in the participant’s eCRF and the system presents the CROM dataset to the physician for approval. TRANSFoRm then randomises participants and reports allocation instantly to enable initiation of the study intervention. PROM data is incorporated into the eCRF via the TRANSFoRm apps. Researchers can monitor the study status through an interface of the Study System, but they do not have access to study data. Upon study completion, the study dataset is delivered to the researcher through a secure data transport mechanism.

This study assesses the acceptability and usability of TRANSFoRm from the point of view of the physician-recruiter and GORD patient-participant. The effectiveness of TRANSFoRm will be evaluated in a cluster RCT investigating the question “what gives most symptom relief and improvement in quality of life in patients with Gastro-Oesophageal Reflux Disease (GORD), on demand or continuous use of proton pump inhibitors?” [11]. Results from the trial will be published separately.

Methods

Study aim and objectives

This study examines physician and patient acceptability of TRANSFoRm with the aim to confirm its feasibility to perform clinical trial recruitment and follow-up in primary care. A secondary aim is to identify potential usability issues prior to the summative evaluation of the tools in the cluster RCT.
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Study setting and participants

The study took place in Poland in May 2015. Participants were physicians and patients with GORD. To be eligible, practices had to i) use a mMedica EHR system, ii) nominate one or more physician to participate, iii) be willing and able to identify suitable study participants, and iv) provide informed consent. Patients were eligible if they were i) 18-65 years old, ii) had a GORD diagnosis and/or proton pump inhibitor (PPI) prescription within the last 12 months, iii) were willing to complete PROM data in electronic format, and iv) provided written informed consent.

Between December 2013 and April 2014, scientific personnel from ASSECO, a big EHR vendor in Poland, invited all mMedica practices (n=9420) to participate in the TRANSFoRm cluster RCT. Invitations took the form of pop-up messages on mMedica systems and letters to the practices that expressed initial interest in participating. Fifty-eight practices responded positively. However, only 24 had a mMedica system with a cabinet module installed, which is a prerequisite for the implementation of TRANSFoRm, and therefore were considered for inclusion (Supplementary file 1). A total of ten practices, which best fulfilled the trial’s practice eligibility criteria [11] and were able or willing to commit to the study protocol requirements, were selected for the trial. Of these, three were invited to participate in the study described here. The selection was based on their readiness to implement the TRANSFoRm system at the time of the study.

Usability studies need five users to discover about 85% of usability problems with a system interface [12]. This level of problem discovery was acceptable considering the well-focused nature of the test, the focus of the study on high-severity problems and the budget limitations. Three systems were tested: 1. eCRF tool for physicians; 2. Web app for patients; and 3. Mobile app for patients. Therefore, five physicians and ten patients were invited to participate. All participants provided written informed consent in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Intervention

The intervention was delivered in a controlled, real-life setting. Physicians used the TRANSFoRm eCRF tool to recruit eligible GORD patients and collect baseline data. GORD patients, aged 18-65 years old, visited their doctor and went through the recruitment steps described in the TRANSFoRm study workflow (Figure 1). Once recruited, patients were invited by email to use the mobile or web app to fill out and submit PROM data (e.g. Quality of Life questionnaire). Prior to intervention delivery, face-to-
face training was provided to all physicians by qualified study personnel. Patients did not receive any training because the apps were designed to be intuitive to eliminate the need for training in a real-life trial. All tools were installed and tested by qualified scientific personnel from the Centre for Health Information Systems (CSIOZ) and developers from ASSECO in collaboration with the TRANSFoRm project team between January and March 2015.

Data collection

Following recording of CROM/PROM data, semi-structured interviews with physicians and study participants were conducted by a qualified researcher from CSIOZ. The interviews explored users’ self-efficacy and perceptions about the usefulness, ease of use, design, usability and overall experience with TRANSFoRm (Supplementary files 2 and 3). Each interview lasted for approximately 30 minutes. At the participants’ request, all interviews were recorded using paper and pen, transcribed verbatim and translated into English by qualified bilingual personnel.

Data analysis

Interview data were analysed thematically in English using the Ritchie and Spencer’s Framework Approach [13]. The analysis was performed by the researcher who collected the data and two independent researchers from the Medical University in Wroclaw and Imperial College London. This included a series of well-established steps to ensure consistency, credibility and traceability of findings. First, analysts familiarised themselves with the data by reading and rereading the transcripts and jotting down notes. Second, they developed a thematic framework by identifying a priori themes from the interview guide, emergent issues raised by the participants, and analytical themes arising from the recurrence of particular experiences. Third, analysts applied the framework to the data in its textual form using index prefixes and annotations. Then, they formed charts by rearranging the data according to major thematic categories from the framework, and, finally, pulled together the data to interpret the whole dataset and provide explanations for the findings [13]. Any discrepancies were resolved by consensus or discussion with a fourth researcher from Karolinska Institutet.

Results

Demographics
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Five physicians and ten patients from three practices in three cities (Mielec, Piotrków Trybunalski, and Łódź) participated in this study. Mielec participated with two physicians and five patients; Piotrków Trybunalski with one physician and three patients; and Łódź with two physicians and two patients. The physician group consisted of two male and three female physicians with an average age of 49 years. The GORD patient group had a mean age of 48 years and included six male and four female participants. No further demographic and socio-economic data was collected for the purpose of this study.

Physician acceptability

Overall, physician acceptability of the TRANSFoRm eCRF tool was positive. Respondents highlighted the role of training in increasing confidence with using the system and identified a number of advantages compared with standard practice (Table 1).

Self-efficacy

Physicians felt that the system requires some skill to use. The training lasted for approximately an hour. All physicians said that the training was satisfactory and equipped them with the necessary skills to perform patient recruitment.

Usefulness and ease of use

Physicians found the system simple and easy to use. Particularly, they said that identification of potentially eligible patients was quick; randomisation and allocation of study participants simple; and data collection and submission easy. Respondents felt that TRANSFoRm could enable them to recruit patients in an easier and faster way compared with standard practice.

Usability issues

One main usability issue was identified. Physicians said that they would like to access all patient forms at the end of the visit, especially the form with the randomisation result, to be able to confirm each individual randomisation, as per the study protocol. All study forms were automatically stored into the Study System. However, with mMedica EHR no client interface mechanisms were provided to permit these forms to be viewed. Therefore, physicians had to manually record this information.

Patient acceptability
Patients expressed a positive opinion about the usability of the TRANSFoRm ePROM apps. However, they also identified some areas for improvement (Table 2).

Self-efficacy

Participants felt confident to use the TRANSFoRm apps without training. However, they also mentioned that some medical terms and abbreviations on the questionnaires were incomprehensible and suggested including some explanation of their meaning for patients to understand what they fill out. Age was identified as a limiting factor to using the apps. Respondents felt that elderly patients may find it difficult to fill out their PROM electronically due to their limited exposure to smartphone and web technologies and suggested giving them the option to use paper-based questionnaires.

Usefulness and ease of use

The general perception was that the apps were simple and easy to use. However, respondents expressed mixed views regarding their usefulness. Half said that, if they had to choose between filling out a questionnaire using the web or mobile app or paper and pen, they would use the apps; one did not show any preference; and the rest would rather use paper and pen.

Usability issues

Participants were concerned about the use of email to invite them to fill out the PROM electronically. Three participants were unable to fill out their questionnaires as the email with the link to complete the PROM data was landed in their spam folder, while one received the email but failed to open the link.

Another point of concern was the repetitive nature of questions and the length of the questionnaires. Some questions were asked twice, at the baseline visit and at follow-up. However, a participant who had participated in many studies and was accustomed to such surveys said that "the survey was done professionally and aesthetically. It took 14 minutes to complete the PROM. There was no problem with the number of questions". Despite complaining about the length of the questionnaires, users agreed that they were able to complete their PROM data in a timely manner.

Conclusions

The widespread use of EHR systems in primary care offers the potential to electronically identify, pre-screen and follow up patients using EHR flagging and data collection tools. This study provides
Feasibility and acceptability of TRANSFoRm to improve clinical trial recruitment in primary care evidence on the physician and patient acceptability of such tools using the example of TRANSFoRm. The findings demonstrate the feasibility of TRANSFoRm to improve the conduct of clinical research in primary care by reducing the time and effort required by physicians and patients to perform recruitment and follow-up. Time and effort are significant determinants of physician and patient participation in research [14-16]. Improvements in participation and therefore recruitment can help researchers to collect sufficient data to precisely and reliably answer their research questions and clinicians to use this data to take clinical decisions and improve care and patient safety.

In line with previous research, our findings show that EHR flagging and data collection tools are well accepted by clinicians and patients. In a similar study in the United Kingdom, the EHR system was used by physicians to identify eligible patients during the consultation, confirm eligibility and collect follow-up data on major clinical outcomes. Both patients and physicians perceived the use of EHR-based tools as an acceptable and feasible method for participant recruitment and follow-up [17]. In another study, the use of clinical trial alerts for the identification of patients whose EHR data met specific eligibility criteria resulted in increased physician participation, recruitment efficacy and satisfaction, despite the often intrusive nature of alerts [18]. Previous research has shown that physicians often find the pop-up alerts disruptive and frequently ignore them due to lack of time in the consultation [19]. In this study, physicians did not feel this way, but it is unclear whether this was due to the high sensitivity and specificity of the system or the controlled nature of the study.

The results also suggest that participants, especially those with limited exposure to smartphones and/or the Internet, should be given clear instructions on how to access and use the apps online and/or the option to fill out their questionnaires using paper and pen. Training will be necessary to support users with little or no previous experience with smartphones, tablets or computers. Clear instructions on how to access and complete a study questionnaire online should be provided to all participants. In this study, a significant amount of patients failed to provide PROM data as part of the usability study because they lacked instructions on how to locate or open the link which was sent via email.

The study has some limitations. First, the sample size was relatively small to generate fine-grained themes. However, considering the exploratory aim of the study and the homogeneity of participants, the sample was sufficient to discover high-severity usability problems and develop high-level themes [12, 20]. Second, the interviews were conducted in Polish and translated into English by bilingual personnel. Despite efforts to translate verbatim into English, it is possible that some content was not translated
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precisely. However, it is unlikely that this has influenced the interpretation of data. Finally, the aim of this study was to assess the acceptability of TRANSFoRm and its feasibility to improve recruitment in primary care trials. Therefore, no conclusive evidence can be drawn about the ability of the system to improve the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of clinical research. The efficacy of the tools will be evaluated in a cluster RCT with the participation of 40 general practices from five countries [11]. By identifying usability issues and by providing recommendations for improvement, the current study helps to better understand and address the needs of different users in eHealth-supported clinical research.
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